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Research Plan & Result of the study

There are several types of paper planes.For example, Origami airplanes are made by folding a piece of paper and Paper gliders are made by cutting and pasting a piece of paper. 
Recently, it is also used in elementary school classes. About the origami airplanes, Takuo Toda who is the chairman of the Japan Origami Hikoki Association set a world record of29.2 seconds
in 2010. Paper planes come in many shapes, and the flight time varies depending on the length of the wings and the position of the center of gravity. 

With that in mind, we conducted experiments to create paper planes and paper gliders that could fly more longer.

Future study plan

・Experiment with different angles of tail fins, vertical tail fins.
・Experiment with different molds of the planes. 
・Development of a paper planes that can fly for a long time no matter who throws it. 
・Break the world record for paper plane flight time.

Heso plane Sky king Kuwagata plane

Paper Glider

・ 紙飛行機ギネス記録の折り方 https://www.xn--m9j511jg9bwred62d.com/11278.html 
・ギネス記録保持者が教える「世界で最も遠くまで飛んで紙飛行機の折り方」 https://gigazine.net/news/20141208-how-to-fold-world-record-paper-airplane/ 
・紙飛行機設計ソフト http://www.comsim.co.jp/Jp_PaperEagle01.html 
・どんな紙飛行機が最も遠くへ飛ぶか https://school.gifu-net.ed.jp/ena-hs/ssh/H28ssh/sc2/21627.pdf 
・紙飛行機の教材化に関する研究 https://gair.media.gunma-u.ac.jp/dspace/bitstream/10087/5079/3/NO27_2010_15.pdf 
・紙飛行機の研究 http://www.osaka-c.ed.jp/kozu/e.shinro_shido/lc3-2013/19.pdf 
・Reviewing Elementary School Students 'Vocabulary through Paper Airplane Game http://103.216.87.80/index.php/jelt/article/view/9743

・The Heso size →0.5～2.0(cm)

↑“Heso”

・The Length of Handle →1.0, 1.5(cm)

・The Length of Winglet →0.5～ 2.0(cm)

・The Length of Handle →1.0, 1.5(cm)
・The Length of Winglet →1.0, 1.5(cm)
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Contents of the study

・The angle of the main wing → -10, 0, 10(°)
・The length of the main wing → -1.0～1.0(cm) 

(Based on standard length)

Rubber catapult

・The catapult’s angle ; 30°
・Length of stretched rubber ; 15 cm

Result Result Result

ResultThe Heso size and flying time ①The length of the Handle ②The length of the Winglet

①The angle of the main wing ②The length of the main wing

The variance value was small and the 
plane flew most stably of the other 
paper planes.

From the table
When the Heso is small, the flight time 
is long.

The wings became bigger when the 
Heso was made smaller.

From the table①
To lengthen the handle, the flight time became 
longer.

From the table②
When the Winglet is small, the flight time is long.

From the table①,②
Some have large variance values and are difficult 
to compare with other values.

From the table①
When both Winglet and Handle were 1cm, it flew
stably.

From the table②
The variance is large, but there is the longest flight 
time of the all Origami plane flight times. 
The time is 8.29s

From the table①,②
The variance value was large overall, and the 
flight time was not stable.

①Winglet(1cm) and Handle ②Winglet(1.5cm) and Handle

Origami Plane

From the table①
To increase the angle, the flight time became longer and stable.

From the table②
Longer wing has longer flight time than shorter wing.

From the table①,②
Paper glider set a more stable record than Origami plane, but the flight time 
was smaller than Origami plane.


